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1. Introduction: Measurement theory 
In this paper we consider a graph-theoretic oncept, the value automorphism, 
which is motivated by some problems in the theory of measurement. 
The theory of measurement is concerned with putting measurement on a firm 
mathematical foundation. (See Krantz et al. [3] or Roberts [14] for background.) 
One major problem in the theory of measurement ISconcerned with capturing the 
uniqueness of scales of measurement. For instance, in measuring mass, the scale is 
not unique: we can use pounds, grams, etc. Similarly, in measuring temperature, we 
can use degrees Fahrenheit, degrees Centigrade, etc. As Narens [12,13] points out, 
uniqueness theory often comes down to classifying the properties of the group of 
automorphisms of a relational system (X,R,, RZ, . . . . R,), where X 1s a set and R,, 
Rz,..., Rp are relations (not necessarily binary) on X. For instance, m measurement 
of mass, we consider automorphrsms of the relational system (IR, >, + ). The only 
such automorphisms are functions of the form @(x) = ax, (Y > 0. But it is exactly by 
such an automorphism that we can get from one scale of mass like pounds to 
another, like grams. Papers building on Narens’ work are by Alper [ 1,2], Lute [4,5], 
and Narens [7-111. 
In their work, Alper, Lute, and Narens have developed a classification of rela- 
tional systems and of the corresponding measurement problems by using two con- 
cepts defined in terms of the group of automorphisms: degree of homogeneity, h, 
and degree of uniqueness, u. They study these parameters h and u for special rela- 
tional systems, with the goal of determining what values of h, u and (h,u) can be 
attained. This work is summarized by Lute et al. [6, Chapter 201 and by Lute and 
Narens [lO,l 11. In this work it is usually assumed that one of the relations, say R1, 
is a linear order and, moreover, (X, R,) is rsomorphic onto (R, 5). Under these 
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assumpttons, the possible patrs (h, U) which can be attamed are very few: If h L 1 
and UC 00, the only possibthties are (l,l), (2,2), and (1,2). This result was 
drscovered m pieces by Narens [12,13] and Alper [1,2]. Lute and Narens [7,9] have 
shown that the same results hold for the special structure (X, Z, o), where 2 is a 
weak order on X, i.e., a binary relation which is transitive and strongly complete 
(x ky or y 2 x for all x, y E X) and o 1s a binary operation. (X, 2 ) is not necessarily 
assumed isomorphtc onto (IR, 2). Other results on the pairs (h,u) can be found in 
Lute [4,5], Lute and Narens [S], and Roberts and Rosenbaum [17]. 
In this paper, we introduce the investigation of the pairs (h,u) for certain kinds 
of digraphs and we introduce variants on the parameters h and u. By assuming much 
less structure than is assumed by Alper, Lute, and Narens, and by introducing a 
finiteness assumption, we shall obtain a classification of ObJects with many more 
types. We shall show that for the Alper-Lute-Narens parameters and several 
variants, if h > 1 and u< 00, then all part-s (h, u) wtth h 5 u can be attained. For 
several other variants of these parameters, tf h > 1 and u < ao, then all pairs (h, u) 
wtth h = u or h = u - 1 can be attained. 
2. Valued digraphs and value automorphisms 
In this paper, we shall study relational systems of the form (X, 2, R), where X 
is a set, R is a binary relation on X, and 1: is a weak order on X. In particular, 
we study such systems where there is a function u : X+ IR such that 
xly @ U(X)LO(Y). 
Such a function always exists tf X is finite (countable). The triple (X, R, o) is called 
a valued dtgraph. Thus a valued drgraph is defined to be a dtgraph (X, R) with 
vertex set X and an arc from x to y tf and only if xRy, together with a function u 
whtch assigns a real number u(x) to each vertex x. (Loops and infinite vertex sets 
are allowed.) It is somettmes convenient to think of the values u(x) as colors. In our 
diagrams, letters wrll indicate names of vertices, numbers will indicate values. 
Figure 1 shows a valued digraph. See Roberts [15] for all undefined digraph ter- 
minology. See Roberts [16] for a discussion of the motivation for studying valued 
dtgraphs and for a survey of combinatorial and graph-theoretical problems arising 
in measurement theory. 
An automorphzsm of a digraph (X, R) is a l-l function @ from X onto X so that 
xRy 8 @(x)R@(y). Given a valued digraph (X, R, u), an automorphism @ of (X, R) 
IS called a tzght value automorphism, or tight automorphzsm for short, if 
u@(x)) = u(x) for all x EX. A tight automorphism preserves values or colors. For 
instance, in Fig. 1, the map @ which sends a into c, b into d, c into a, and d into 
b is a tight automorphism. However, the digraph automorphism 4 which sends a 
into b, b into c, c into d, and d into a, is not. 
_4n automorphism @ of (X, R) is a loose value automorphzsm of (X, R, u), or a 
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Fig. 1 A valued dlgraph 
loose automorphrsm for short, if for all &ye X, 
u(x)> u(y) * u@(x)) 2 b(@(Y)). (I) 
Every tight automorphism is loose. The distinction between tight and loose 
automorphisms has been made in a more general setting by Roberts and Rosenbaum 
t171. 
Proposition 2.1. If v(X) ~sfinite, every loose automorphism IS tight. 
Proof. Suppose that for some XE X, v@(x)) # v(x), say without loss of generality 
u(@(x))>v(x). If Iv(X)1 =p, there are xl, x2, . . ..xp such that v(x,)>v(x2)> .-- > 
u(xp). Given any XE X, v(x) = v(x,), for some i. But by (l), 
u(@(x1))> m(x2N> *-- > W(4))> v(4), 
so 
M%m hw2))9 --* 9 U(~(X,))}~(D(X,),~(X2),..-,~(X,-1)), 
which is a contradiction. Cl 
Note that Proposition 2.1 can be false if v(X) is infinite. For instance, if X= IR, 
R = > , and u(x) =x for all x, then G(x) =x+ 1 is a loose automorphism which is not 
tight. We shall be primarily concerned with the case where v(X) is finite. 
3. Homogeneity 
Suppose D = (X, R, v) is a valued digraph. Following a definitron of Narens [131, we 
shall say that (X, R, v) is M-loose homogeneous if MI 1 v(X)] and the following 
holds whenever x1, x2, . . . ,x,, yl, y2, . . . , yM E X: 
u(q) > u&2) > - >u(xM) and v(yl)>~(y2)> a-- >o(y,& (2) 
implies that there is a loose automorphism @ so that Cp(x,) = y, , i = 1, 2, . . . , M. This 
definition is motivated by the case where X= IR, R = > , v(x) =x. In this case, 
(X, R, v) is M-loose homogeneous for all M: Given (2), there is always a monotone 
increasing function @ on X so that @(x,) = y,, i = 1, 2, . . . , M. In terms of digraphs, 
the valued digraph of Fig. 2 is not 2-loose homogeneous: v(c) > o(b) and v(c) > v(a), 
but there is no loose automorphism @ which maps c into c and B into a. This is 
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I-loose homogeneous, but not l-loose homogeneous. (Note that l-loose homogenei- 
ty 1s Ike vertex-transitnvity, and is vertex-transttivity If 1 o(X)1 = I.) 
A varrant of the previous defmxtion, suggested by kuce and Narens [!?]> is the 
following: (X, R, IJ) is M-loose e-homogeneous rf MI 1 o(X)/ and if (2) for x,, y, E X, 
I= 1, 2,..., M, rmphes that there 1s a loose automorphism # so that 0&6(x,)) = o(y,), 
I= 1, 2,..., M. The valued digraph of Frg. 1 is not 2-loose homogeneous; however, 
rt 1s 2-loose e-homogeneous. 
In the case where o(X) is finite, M-louse homogeneity or M-loose e-homogeneity 
implies that u(x,) = o(JJ,)~ whenever (2) holds. This follows by Propositron 2.1. It 
suggests that we msght want to modify the concept of homogeneity to the followmg: 
(X, R, O) is M-tight homogeneous rf Mr I o(X)/ and whenever (2) holds for x,,y, E X 
with u(x,)=u(y,), I= 1, 2 ,..., M, then there is a tight automorphism @ so that 
@(x,) =y, I I = 1, 2, . -. , lV. M-trght e-homogeqedy is defined similarly, except we on- 
ly require u(@(x,)) = tt(y,). The valued digraph of Fig. 2 1s 2-tight homogeneous, 
though it v’as not 2-loose homogeneous. The valued digraph of Fig. 1 is l-tight 
homogeneous, though it was not l-loose homogeneous. It is not 2-tight homo- 
geneous. M-tight homogeneity is studied in a more general context han the present 
one by Roberts and Rosenbaum [17]. 
4. Uniqueness 
A valued digraph is called N-loose unrque if whenever xl, x2, .,. ,x, are drstinct 
vertices and $J and 9’ are loose automorphisms with @(x,9 = @‘(x,), i= 1, 2, .._ ,N, 
we have @J(X) =G’(x) for all XEX. In other -words, a loose automorphrsm is deter- 
mined by ns image on any N vertices. This definition is based on one which appears 
in [B 33. It IS motivated by the exampie where X= L, R = > , and u(x) =x. Here, the 
loose automorphrsms are the functrons e(x) =x+p, p an Integer, and (X, R, u) is 
l-loose unique. The valued digraph of Fig. 1 is l-loose unique. 
A slight modification of the above concept, which is equivalent if u is l-l, is to 
require the desired conclusion only for x1, x2,. . . ,xN with u(.~r) >u(x2) > -a- > u(xN). 
k* 2d2 
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We call this N-loose a-unrqtreness. It is the concept used by Alper [l]. The valued 
digraph of Pig. 3 is 24oose a-unique, but not 2-loose unique. Of course, m general, 
N-loose uniqueness implies N-loose a-uniqueness. 
Lute and Narens [9] introduce stall a third notion. We say D 1s N-loose e-unique 
if whenever u&r) > u(xz) > --- > L)(+,) nd @ and @’ are two loose value automor- 
phtsms with o[@(x,)] = u[@‘(x,)], I = 1, 2, . . . , N, we have o@(x)] = t&Y(x)] for all x. 
If o(X) 1s finite, D is automatically N-loose e-unique for every N, since by Proposi- 
tion 2.1, 01@(x)] =u(x)=u[@‘(x)] always holds. Thus, we shall not pursue this 
notion here. 
The notions N-tight umque and N-tight a-umque are defined similarly, using trght 
rather than loose automorphtsms @ and @‘. N-tight uniqueness i  studied m a more 
general context than the present one by Roberts and Rosenraum [17]. 
5. Degrees of homogeneity and uniqueness 
Corresponding to each type of homogeneity and each type of uniqueness, there 
are parameters h and PI called the degree of homogenerty and the degree of um- 
queness, respectively. Thus, hL(D) is the largest M so that D is M-loose 
homogeneous. We let h,(D) = 0 if there is no such M, and h,(D) = oo if there are 
arbitrarily large M so that D is M-loose homogeneous. The parameters hi(D), 
h,(D), and hi(D) are defined similarly, for M-loose e-homogeneity, M-tight 
homogeneity, and M-tight e-homogenetty, respectively. 
Next, ur(D) is the smallest N such that D is N-loose unique. If D is not N-loose 
unique for any N, we define uL(D) to be co. The parameters u:(D), z+(D), and 
u+(D) are defined similarly, for N-loose a-uniqueness, N-tight aniqueness, and N- 
tight a-uniqueness, respecttvely. 
In their work, Alper, Lute, and Narens mvestigate the possible values of the 
parameters h and U, and also of the pair (h,u). They ask what values these 
parameters can obtain, and study them for special relational systems. We shall study 
them in the context of valued digraphs with u(X) finite. 
6. Possib’re values of degree of homogeneity 
In studying the possible values of the parameter h for valued drgraphs with o(X) 
finite, we begin with hL. 
Yropositian 6.1. Suppose D = (X, R, u) IS a valued &graph wrth o(X) fmlte. If D is 
M-loose homogeneous, then M= 1 u(X)]. I_, IS M loose e-homogeneous If and only 
if M= lo(X)/. 
Proof. Suppose MC ] 0(x)1. Then there are IM+ 1 elements in X such that 
u(x,)>u(x2)> *** >U(XM+,). 
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If D is M-loose homogeneous there is a loose automorphtsm @ so that @(xi) =x2, 
~(xZ)=x3,...,~(x~)=x~+l. But this contradicts Proposition 2.1. If D is M-loose 
e-homogeneous, there is a loose automorphism @ so that u(@(x,)) = u(x,+ i), which 
again contradicts Proposition 2.1. Finally, suppose (2) holds with M= Io(X)I . Then 
fJ(x,)=tJ(y,), z=l, 2 ,..., M. Hence, the identity is a loose automorphism @ with 
u(@(x,)) = u(u,). 0 
Corollary 6.2. Suppose D=(X, R, v) IS a valued dzgraph wzth v(X) fznite. Then 
hL(D)=O or hL(D)=lu(X)I and hi(D)=lo(X)I. 
Proposition 6.3. A valued dzgraph D= (X, R, u) with v(X) finite is M-tzght e- 
homogeneous for all Mr lo(X)/. 
Proof. Suppose (2) holds and u(x,) = u(y,), z = 1,2, . . . , M. The identity is an 
automorphism @ so that 
o(@(x~))=o(x,)=o(y,), i=1,2,...,M. Cl 
Corollary 6.4. If D = (X, R, v) IS a valued dzgraph wzth v(X) fznzte, then h;(D) = 
IW)I. 
Proposition 6.5. If D= (X, R, v) IS a valued digraph, then M-tight homogenezty of
D zmplzes (M- 1)tzght homogeneity of D. 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
Note that Proposition 6.5 fails for M-loose homogeneity, as shown by the valued 
digraph of Fig. 2. 
Theorem 6.6. If D = (X, R, v) IS a valued dzgraph wzth u(X) finite and D is M’-tight 
homogeneous for some M’ with 25 M’s jv(X)I, then D is M-tight homogeneous 
for all M, 1 I MI /u(X)/ . 
Proof. The proof is by induction on M. The result is true for M such that 1 I MI M’ 
by Proposition 6.5. We assume the result holds for I.f- 1 and show it holds for M. 
Suppose (2) holds and u(x,) = u(y,), i= 1, 2, . . . , M. We shall find a tight automor- 
phism @ so that @(x,)=yI, i=l, 2, . . . , M. By (M- I)-tight homogeneity there is a 
tight automorphism @’ so that @‘(xi) =yI, i= 1, 2, . . . , M- 1. Since l-tight 
homogenetty holds, there is a tight automorphism @” so that @“(x~) =y,,,. 
Now let 
9(x)= I @‘W, if W + &q.d, g”(x), if D(x)=u(x~). 
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Clearly @(x,)=y,, I= 1, 2, . . . . M. We show that @ 1s a tight automorphism. 
First, we show u@(x)) = u(x). This follows if u(x)+ u(xM), smce then u@(x)) = 
o@‘(x)) = u(x), and it follows if D(X) = u(xM), since then u@(x)) = 0(@‘(x)) = u(x). 
Next, we show that @ is a digraph automorphism, i.e., that @ is l-l and onto and 
XRY * @ww(Yh (3) 
The function @ is l-l since if @(x)=@(y), then by tightness of rp, u(x)=u(y), and 
so the result follows since @’ and @” are l-l. To see that @ is onto, suppose a E X. 
If o(a) f u(xM), there is b EX so that e’(b) = a. But by tightness of qY, u(b) = u(a) # 
u(xM), so @(@=a. The proof is similar if u(a)= u(xM). 
Finally, we show (3). Suppose first that u(x)# u(y). We consider the case 
u(x)>u(y). The case u(x)<u(y) is similar. Since u(x)> u(y), u(@(x))>u(@(y)) 
follows. By 2-tight homogeneity, there is a tight automorphism (Y so that 
o(x) = @(x), MY) =@(Y). Thus, 
(x,Y)ER G+ (MX),NY))ER * WX),@(Y))~R. 
Suppose next that u(x) = u(y). If u(x) f u(xM), then, 
(x,Y) E R * W(x), @'(UN E R * W-9, @(Y)) E R. 
If u(x)=u(x~), then 
(x,Y)ER * U”(~),V(Y))~R * (@(x),$(Y))ER. 0 
Corollary 6.7. If D = (X, R, u) IS a valued drgraph with u(X) finite, then hT(D) = 0, 
1, or Iu(X)I. 
All of the values hT = 0, 1, and lo(X)1 can be attained. The valued digraph of 
Fig. 1 has hT = 1, that of Fig. 2 has hT = 3 = 10(X)1, and that of Fig. 4 has hT = 0. 
Corollary 6.7 is generahzed by Roberts and Rosenbaum [171. They study general 
relational systems (X, -2, RZ, . . . , Rp) with (X, 2) a weak order. In this case, we say 
that x and y are eqmvalent if x2y and ykx, and e* represents the number of 
equivalence classes. In our case, e*= lu(X)I . Roberts and Rosenbaum show (from 
the Corollary to their Theorem 4) that a slightly stronger condttron than a-tight 
homogeneity (or M-tight homogeneity for some 21M’s Iu(X)I) implies that 
hT=e*. 
a b c d 
2 1 2 2 
Fig 4 
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7. Possible values of degree of uniqueness 
We turn now to the u-parameter. If v(X) is finite, then loose and tight automor- 
phisms are the same, so uL= ur and uc=u+. If 0 is l-l, then uL=ut and ur=u;. 
If u is not 1-1, uL can be different from ut and ur can be different from ut. For 
instance If D is the valued drgraph of Fig. 3, z&(D) =ur(D) = 3, but u:(D)= 
z&(D) =2. 
Proposition 7.1. Suppose D= (X, R, v) IS a valued drgraph with v l-l. Then 
UT(D) = u+(D) = 0. If o(X) 1s also finite, uL(D) = u:(D) = 0. 
Proof. If u is l-l, the only tight automorphism is the identity. If v(X) is also finite, 
all loose automorphisms are tight. 0 
Note that for IJ l-l and v(X) infinite, uL and u: can be nonzero. Consider for 
example the case X=Z, R = > , v(x) =x. Then the loose automorphisms are func- 
tions of the form G(x) = x+p, p an integer, and uL(D) = u:(D) = 1. 
For the remainder of this paper, we limit consideratron to valued digraphs D with 
o(X) finite, v not l-l, and h,(D)> 1. By Theorem 6.6, h,(D)= lo(X)1 for such a 
drgraph. The cases h,(D)=0 or 1 present complications which we avoid here. 
Proposition 7.2. Suppose D = (X, R,v) IS a valued drgraph wrth v(X) finite, v not 
1-1, and h,(D)>l. Then u(D)= Jo(X)/ or lo(X)1 + 1 for u=ut or uQ. 
Proof. Since u 1s not l-l, there are xfy with v(x) = o(y). Let W be a set of 
lv(X)J - 1 vertices of D with distinct values different from u(x). We know 
h,(D) = lo(X)/. Apply lo(Xtight homogeneity to WU {x) and WU { y}. Thus, 
there is a tight automorphrsm @ so that g(w) = w for all w E W, and e(x) =y. We 
conclude that @ and the identity @’ agree on IV, but + # @‘. Since o(X) is finite, every 
tight automorphism is loose. Thus. u(D)? lo( for u=u+ or ut. But 
u(D) 5 I v(X) I + 1 vacuously. •1 
8. The pair (h,u) 
Alper, Lute, and Narens are particularly concerned with the possible values of the 
pair (h, u). We say that a pair of numbers (M, N) is (hL, uL)-reakable if for some 
valued digraph D, hL(D) =M, uL(D) = N. A similar definition applies for all other 
combinatrons of parameters h and u. The most natural pairs to consider are 
(hL, UL), hUi3, (hT,UTh (hT,& @%ud, (hi,$h V&UT), and @fi,u~).Wesh~l 
study (h, u)-realizability for all these pairs, which we call the naturalpalrs. We shall 
also only study realizability by valued digraphs with u(X) finite, o not l-l, and 
h,>l. 
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Proposition 8.1. Suppose D = (X, R, u) is a valued digraph wzth o(X) fklte, v not 
l-l, and h,(D)> 1. Then for all natural pairs (h(D), u(D)), h(D)%@). 
Proof. By Proposition 7.2, u~(D)=u~(D)z III(X)/. Also, in general, u&I)z 
u;(D) and z.+(D)? u+(D). Thus, in all cases, u(D)? lo(X But by Corollaries 
6.2, 6.4 and 6.7, in all cases, h(D)sIo(X)I. Cl 
The next theorem answers the question of Alper, Lute, and Narel,j about what 
pairs (M,N) are realizable as (h, u) paus, at least for realizability by a valued 
digraph D = (X, R, u) with u(X) finite, u not i-I, and hT(D) > 1. 
Theorem 8.2. The followrng condltlons are necessary and suffment for the pair 
(M, N) to be (h, u)-realizable by a valued dlgraph D = (X, R, U) with v(X) finite, v 
not l-l, and h,(D)> 1: 
64 
W 
;; 
(e) 
(0 
(g) 
00 
h,=M, 
hL=M, 
hT=M, 
h,=M, 
h;=M, 
h;=M, 
h;=M, 
h$=M, 
u,=N lff l<MlN, 
uz=N lff l<M=Nor lcM=N-1, 
ur=N lff l<M=N, 
u$=N lff lcM=Nor l<M=N-1, 
u,=N rff l<MrN, 
uc=N rff lcM=Nor lcM=N-1, 
ur=N rff l<MsN, 
u+=N iff lcM=Nor l<M=N-1. 
Proof. Recall that h,(D)> 1 implies that hT(D) = lo(X)/. This in turn Implies that 
h,(D)= ICf)l~ since lo(X)!-tight homogeneity and u(X) finite implies 
I o(X)I-loose homogeneity. Also, by Corollaries 6.2 and 6.4, h+ = hi = I 0(x)1. 
Thus, in all cases h = lo(X)1 = hT> 1. Hence, in all cases, realizability imphes 
M>l. 
(a), (c), (e) and (g). We know from Proposition 8.1 that realizability implies 
MIN. Suppose that 1 <MIN. Let N=M+p-2, pr2, and consider the valued 
drgraph D of Fig. 5. Since pr2, u is not l-l. By Corollartes 6.2 and 6.4, 
a2 
Fig 5 
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hL(D)=h+(D)=M. Moreover, D is clearly M-loose homogeneous and M-tight 
homogeneous, so ht,(D)= hr(D)= M. In particular, hr(D)> 1. To determine a 
loose or a tight automorphism, we need to know it on at least p- 1 of the vertices 
01, a29 l **Q/?* We can only guarantee this if we know the automorphism on 
M- 1 -t-p- 1 =Mtp-2=N vertices. Thus, uL(D)=ur(D)=N. We have now 
shown that if 1 cMsN, then (M,N) is realized in cases (a), (c), (e) and (g). 
(b), (d), (f) and (h). By Proposition 7.2, uF=&= I;,(X)/ or lo(X)/ +l. 
Moreover, by Corollaries 6.2 and 6.4, h[ = he, = Io(X)I . Realizability with hL = M 
or hr = M implies hr_ = (o(X) I or hr = 1 o(X) I, respectively, by the discussion at the 
beginning of the proof. Thus, in cases (b), (d), (f) and (h), realizability of (M,N) 
implies M=Nor M=N-1. We next show that l<M=Nand l<M=N-1 are 
(h, u)-reahable. This follows by using the valued digraph of Fig. 5 with p= 2 and 
with p>2, respectively. •I 
9. Open problems 
A number of open questions remain. For the case where o(X) is finite, the valued 
digraphs D havmg given degrees of homogeneity or uniqueness, e.g. those having 
h&I) = [u(X)1 , should be characterized. Results srmilar to those above should be 
obtamed for realizability with hr(D)=O or 1 and u(X) finite or for realizability 
with u(X) infinite. Frnally, similar results should be sought for relational systems 
33=(X, 2,RZ,.u, RP) more general than (X, 2, R). The results of Roberts and 
Rosenbaum [17] are a start here, giving conditions under which h(a) = h(X, 2) and 
~($3) = u(X, 2 ), where h = hL or hT and u = uL or UT. 
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